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ABSTRACT   
Self-mixing interferometry (SMI) signals are observed from a laser diode (LD) with optical feedbacks induced by an 
external target. SMI signals carry information related to both of the target and parameters of the LDs. However, the noise 
contained in SMI signals greatly degrades the applications of the SMI systems. This paper proposes a wavelet transform 
based de-noising method which can effectively eliminate noise while keeping an SMI waveform less changed. The 
proposed method is verified by both simulations and experiments.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Optical feedback self-mixing interferometry (SMI) effect occurs when the laser beam reflected or backscattered from a 
distant target ahead of the laser diode (LD), re-enters the laser cavity, inducing the modulation of both the amplitude and 
the frequency of the lasing field. The modulated laser power, called SMI signal, is detected by a photodiode (PD). SMI 
signals carry information related to both of the target and parameters of the LDs. The basic structure of a SMI system is 
as shown as in Figure 1. This SMI technique has been extensively studied in last two decades1. Sensing applications 
based on this effect are extensively used to measure distances2, displacement and vibrations3-5, etc.  
 
Figure 1. Basic structure of an SMI system 
In order to retrieve the useful information carried by SMI signals for the sensing applications, high-quality SMI signals 
are required.  In practice, SMI signals can be contaminated by many factors, such as ambient temperature, fluctuation in 
the LD driving source and other disturbances6. Mainly, two types of noises exist in a SMI signal, which are sparkle-like 
and high-frequency noise6. Figure 2 shows a SMI signal observed in our experimental set-up. The noise contained in 
SMI signals makes it difficult to locate those characteristic points, such as peaks and zero-crossing points which are 
often used to measure the parameters of LDs9, 10. Therefore, de-nosing is a crucial step before the utilization of SMI 
signals. In order to reduce the noise of SMI signals, Yu et.al proposed a filtering method combined by median filter and 
band-pass filter with Kaiser window function6. However, the band-pass filter with Kaiser window function can change 
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the positions for some characteristic points such as the sharp transitions in a SMI waveform. A neural network 
interpolation technique for the noise elimination of SMI signals is presented by Lu et. al7. But this method only covered 
the weak and moderate optical feedback regimes and also had the same problems with the method6. 


















Figure 2. An experimental signal within sparkle-like noise and high frequency noise as labeled. 
In this paper, we propose a novel de-noising method by a median filters and a wavelet transform based filter. The median 
filter is used to remove the sparkle-like noise, while wavelet transform based filter to reduce the high-frequency noise. 
The following part of this paper is organized as follows. Basic theory and features of SMI signals are demonstrated in 
Section II. Also in this section the noise feature and the objective of de-noising are also given. In section III the de-
noising method is proposed. Then both the simulation and the experiment results are presented in section IV. 
Conclusions are given in Section V. 
2. THEORY OF SEIF MIXING INTERFEROMETRIC SIGNAL 
The basic theoretical model for SMI systems is developed from Lang and Kobayashi8, and this model is described as the 
following equations 3, 4, 9-11: 
 0( ) ( ) sin[ ( ) arctan( )]F Fn n C n        (1) 
 0( ) [1 ( )]P n P m g n    (2) 
 ( ) cos( ( ))Fg n n     (3) 
 0 0( ) 4 ( ) /n L n  	  (4) 
In the above four equations, n  is the discrete time index. Equation (1)  is the phase condition equation, which indicates 
the relationship between F  and 0 .These parameters are the external light phases of a LD with and without feedback , 
respectively, defined as 2F Fv  
  and 0 02 v  
 , and where Fv and 0v represent the frequencies of the LD with and 
without feedback, respectively. 2 /L c
  is the round-trip time determined by the external cavity length L and the light 
speed c . In Equation (2), ( )P n  and 0P  denote the laser intensities with and without feedback, respectively. m is the 
modulation parameter . ( )g n  is called a SMI signal as defined by Equation (3) and it gives the impact of the external 
cavity length to the emitted power. There are also two important parameters in this model, linewidth enhance factor ( ) 
and feedback level factor ( C ), measurement methods of which have been studied9-11.  
SMI signals have been intensively studied on in depth4, 12-13, which also have a fringe pattern similar to the conventional 
interference signals. The behavior of SLs can be classified into different feedback regimes when increasing feedback 
level14. In weak optical feedback regime, the waveforms of the SMI signals are sinusoid-like, while the signals exhibits 
hysteresis and the waveforms are saw-tooth shaped in both the moderate and strong feedback regimes. Lang-Kobayashi 
equations are widely accepted model for describing a SMI signal. Figure 3 shows a simulated SMI signal using 
Equations (1)-(4) with C =2,  =3 based on this model. The positions of the characteristic points in the SMI signal 
waveform, including sharp transitions (denoted by T), zero-crossing points (denoted by Z) and peak points (denoted by 
P), carry information associated to the parameters of LDs9 and the moving information of the external target15. 
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According to Equation (3), a normalized SMI signal varies in the range of [-1, 1]. All those characteristic points in an 
SMI signal should be accurately selected so that a high-quality sensing can be achieved9. 






















Figure 3. A simulated SMI signal in the moderate optical feedback regime: P: peak points; T: sharp transitions; Z: zero-
crossing points. The parameters of this signal are listed: C =2,  =3. 
3. DE-NOISING METHOD 
According to the noise feature and the waveform features of a SMI signal, we make the filtering requirements as below:  
(a) Sparkle-like noise should be removed without changing of the locations of it and its surrounding points. 
(b) The positions of sharp transitions should be kept unchanged after filtering. 
(c) High-frequency noise should be reduced. 
In 2007, Yu et.al indicated that usual moving average filters could not work well for SMI signals and presented a 
filtering method combined by a median filter and a band-pass filter based on Kaiser window function6. The median filter 
deals with sparkle-like noise very well but is poor for high-frequency noise. Kaiser window function based band-pass 
filter can improve the performance for high-frequency noise. Unfortunately, it can meanwhile change the waveform 
especially for the sharp transitions. To solve this problem, we propose to employ a wavelet transform based filter to 
replace the band-pass filter to preserve original waveform. 
Wavelet transform is thought as “mathematical microscope” for its fine frequency property, which is appropriate for the 
processing of SMI signals. Wavelet transform based filter can reduce the noise effectively with little resolution loss and 
most sharp transitions can be preserved16-18. This provides a powerful tool for the processing of SMI signals. Wavelet 
transforms represent signals in multi-resolution, and decompose signals into different scales19-21. Sharp transitions are 
preserved and described very well in wavelet expansions21. Most noise power is restricted to small scales, so the filtering 
process at small scales decreases the noise preferentially22. Before applying the operations of wavelet transforms, the 
information of sharp transitions should be acquired and preserved during the filtration. In 1994, Xu et.al proposed an 
easy way to locate sharp transitions for images or signals using direct correlation between signals at different scales22. 
This method is efficient for most signals. However, for SMI signals, there is a better way to locate the transitions. The 
difference of the amplitude between two points in a sharp transition is large, so differential is employed to locate the 
position of the transitions. 
The filtering method based on wavelet transform for SMI signals is as depicted in Figure 4 and the steps of this operation 
is demonstrated as below.  
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Figure 4. The flow chart of the wavelet transform based filtering process, where [ ]g n : a sampled SMI signal; '[ ]g n : 
the differential of [ ]g n  which helps detecting the transitions; the blocks of high-pass and low-pass filters are the 
decomposition filters; the blocks of high-pass and low-pass filter_r are the reconstruction filters; the factor of up-
sampling and down-sampling is 2; [ ]d k : high frequency coefficients ; [ ]a k : low frequency coefficients; [ ]d n : 
reconstructed high frequency component; [ ]a n : reconstructed high frequency component; [ ]
f
d n : filtered high 
frequency component; the filtered SMI signal. 
Step1, discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is applied on a SMI signal to decompose it into different frequency contents. 
DWT is that the signal is passed through a series of low-pass filters and high-pass filters. The low-pass filters produce 
low frequency coefficients of the signal (denoted by [ ]a k ), while the high-pass filters give high frequency coefficients 
( denoted by [ ]d k ). Down-sampling is needed after filtering the signal through the analysis filter bank because a single 
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In this pair of equations, N  is the number of the filter taps and g  denotes the sampled self-mixing signal, [ ]H k  
represents the high-pass filter and [ ]L k indicates the low-pass filter. After the decomposition, [ ]d k and [ ]a k  are obtained. 
Daubechies 4-tap (that is N=4) wavelet is chosen as mother wavelet in this study because it has the best similarity with 
fringe shape of SMI signals, which results in the best performance. The corresponding FIR filters’ coefficients are: low-
pass filter [ ]L k  {0.1294 0.2241 0.8365 0.4830}; high-pass filter [ ]H k {-0.4830 0.8365 -0.2241 -0.1294}24.  
Step 2, reconstruction is applied on each frequency component at deferent levels. The process is accomplished by 
passing each frequency component into the reconstruction filters and the up-sampling blocks. Then high frequency 
component [ ]d n  and low frequency content [ ]a n  are derived. The reconstruction FIR filters’ coefficients are listed as 
following: low-pass reconstruction filter: {0.4830 0.8365 0.2241 -0.1294}; high-pass reconstruction filter: {-0.1294 -
0.2241 0.8365 -0.4830}24. After the reconstruction, the reconstructed low frequency content is kept because most 
frequency content of the signal is included in this part, while the high frequency component is processed using the 
position information obtained in the next step. That is because the high frequency noise and the sharp transitions of the 
signal are contained in the high frequency content22. 
Step 3, the key step of the processing is to locate the position of the transitions. Xu’s method22 is easy and appropriate for 
most signals. But for SMI signal, taking differential operation of it is more precise and simpler.  Then a spatially 
selective filter, [ ]f n , is applied on the reconstructed high frequency content with the positions information of the 
transitions; it spatially selects which part of the data (the transitions) to preserve and which part (noise) to eliminate. This 
spatial filter is illustrated as in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) gives a simulated noisy SMI signal ( C =3,  =3, SNR =20 dB). The 
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high frequency component after one level DWT is shown in Figure 5(b). Figure 5 (c) gives the result of the differential 
of the SMI signal and the spatial filter is demonstrated by the mask depending on the differential result in Figure 6 (d). 
After this spatial filtering, processed high frequency components [ ]fd n  are obtained as in Figure 5(e). 
Step 4, the processed high frequency components [ ]fd n  are combined with the reconstructed low frequency component 
[ ]a n to reconstruct the filtered signal. Since this filter reduces part of the high frequency part of the signal power, this 
filter can be seen as a low-frequency pass filter which is also passed by selective high frequency data. 









































Figure 5. Illustration of the operation principle spatial filter: (a) a simulated SMI signal containing white noise of 20 dB ( C =3, 
 =3); (b) decomposed high frequency component of signal [ ]g n  at first scale; (c) differential of signal [ ]g n ; (d) a 
spatial filter; (e)  the filtered high frequency component. 
4. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION 
4.1 Simulation verification 
A simulated SMI signal [ ]g n  is used to demonstrate this filtration technique graphically in Figure 6. Several most 
important parameters are listed as below: linewidth enhancement factor  =3, feedback level factor C  =3, the frequency 
of the SMI signal is 71 Hz and the sampling frequency is 102.4 KHz.  Gaussian white noise with SNR of 20 dB is added 
to evaluate this method. Figure 6(a) and (b) show the simulation signal without and with noise, respectively. After the 
wavelet filtering, most sharp edges are preserved and some of them are even being enhanced16-18. The latter parts need to 
be fixed. Thus, another median filter is utilized to process the data. The final filtered result is illustrated in Figure 6 (c), 
in which it can be seen the high frequency noise is reduced. Figure 6(d) shows that the enlarged transitions part before 
and after the filtering process. In this figure, it can be seen that the positions of sharp transitions are preserved. Thus, the 
noisy SMI is processed well. 
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Figure 6. Filtering result for a simulated noisy SMI signal: (a) a simulated pure SMI signal; (b) the SMI signal with 
noise (SNR =20dB) (c) the filtered SMI signal; (d) an enlarged transitions parts before (left subfigure) and after 
(right subfigure) the filtering 
4.2 Experiment verification 
The proposed filtering method is also applied on experimental signals for verifying its correctness. The core part of the 
SMI experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1. The SMI signal is retrieved from the photo diode (PD) which is shown in 
Figure 7 (a). Figure 7 (b) illustrates the processed signal and an enlarged transition is shown in Figure 7(c). It can be seen 
clearly the sparkle-noise is removed and the high frequency noise is reduced. Also from the enlarged transition, it 
demonstrates that the sparkle-like noise is removed and the information of the transitions is preserved. 
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Figure 7. Filtering result for an experimental SMI signal (a) an original experimental SMI signal; (b) the filtered SMI 
signal (c) an enlarged transition before(left subfigure) and after(right subfigure) filtering 
5. CONCLUSION 
This paper describes a de-nosing method for SMI signals. Based on the noise features and characters of SMI signals, a 
wavelet transform based filtering method is proposed to apply on SMI signals. This method can greatly reduce the high 
frequency noise contained in SMI signals, meanwhile, sharp transitions on the waveform can be preserved very well. 
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